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Abstract:

The ground states of a dilated spinel AD*, DVu X, are studied as a function of

x in the range 0.85 £ x <1. At low temperature, the spinel solid solution ZnCruAl; .^ is well

represented in the ground states obtained. Using exchange integrals up to the fourth neighbors,

we can describe the magnetic phase diagram in the light of these exchange energies. A small

value of the critical exponent (J is found for x = 0.85, it is interpreted as reflecting the

bidimcnsional character of the interactions.

/- Introduction

Tn Ihe spinel solid solution ABj, BV». X4, the magnetic B ionR and the diamagnetic B' ion* are

located in the tetrahedral sites of Ihe cubic spinel lattice. The weakly diluted magnetic system

ZnCruAlj-iA is a particular example of this family. For weak dilution 0.85 S X 5 l , a long-range

helimagnetic order builds up below the Neel temperature TN[1]. At low temperature, the system

undergoes a second order phase transition Jo a mixed phase where the helimagnetic structure H:

K i=[0.79 0 0] coexists with two modulated one* M,: K j = [ 1/2 1/2 0] and M,: K ,=[ 11/2 0].

The relative proportions of the three structures are very sensitive to the preparation conditionsll].

Our poposal in this paper is to establish the phase diagrams of various spin configurations

representing the ground states of general diluted spinel AB t t B',.« X« for 085 5 x S i using

exchange integrals up to the fourth neighbors J,. The coexistence of the three phase* in

ZnCrtaAlj.aS4 at low temperature permits to situate this system in the intersection point represented

by I, in the figure 1. The coordinates of L. are obtained.



2-Ground States:

The crystallographic structure of the pure spinel AB]X< consists of four Bravais lattices. To

determinate the ground states, we have to solve the matrix equation:

[J(K)-X(K)]M(K) = 0 (1)

J(ft) is a hennib'c matrix of order four, whose general dements arc:

J, = ZJ(fi" - J t / . ) « P H ' * & ~Rj.) (2)

where /?„ is the vector position of the nth site in the ith unit cell. J{RK - R^,) is the exchange

integral between the spins located at ni and mj sites.

Jhe expressions of the Jj's up to the fourth exchange integral i, are given in J2J. "llie classical

energy of a given structure of wave-vector A' is maximized with respect to K by: — — = 0.

ck

In the particular case of wave-vector K(kt 0 0), we get two solutions: the first is

ferromagnetic (J, > 0, A5 =0) with energy:

X, = 2Jt + 4Jt + 12/, + 4Jt + 4|y, + 2 / 2 + 2J4| (3)

the second is an incommensurate phase and corresponds to the hclimagnctic structure :

2 + ( 4 - 8

k0 is related to the helix angle <p by <p =>— and is given by:

(4)

(5)

this expression was also given in [3,4].

In addition to the two solutions calculated preccdingh/, we find, in the most general case of the

wavs-vevlur K (k, ky 0) the (wo modulated structures K t and K y with energies rcspcutivcly:

XM = } , + Z/2 -Zl t *[(./, - 1 / , - 2 / 4 ) ' + R/?]"3 (6)

and XU1 = -4J^2[/1-2J1\ (7)

For the diluted systems, a probability distribution was used in [2] and the results are:

^- = it,(A-) and ^Jl = 6l = i i = is. rzk^x), here *•,(*•), fc,(r), J , and the expression of

X in terms of th J,'s are given explicitety in [2], and for 0.85 S x i l fc,(x) » k,(x) » x1. The

energies arc now functions of x.



3- Discussion:

For a given set of exchange integrals J,, J2,Jj and J4, one at least of the four solutions have

the lowest energy, depending on the relative magnitudes of exchange integrals. The stability

domains of the dilferent configurations are shown in the phase diagrams of figure 1 for x=l,\ 0.9

and x=0.85. The point Ic indicated in the diagrams is the intersection point where all the three

structures have the same energy. The coordinates of Ic agree well with the exchange values of the

system ZnCrnAlj.j, S< [2,5], the deduced values of J,/J], J/Ji and J«/J, arc listed in tablel. We see

very clearly that the consideration of the fourth exchange integrals have improved considerably

the surrounding region of Ic with respect to the phase diagrams when the J/T, are not taken into

account [6]. Compared to the corresponding region in the J,/J, = 0 case, one can observe in

figure I a collapse of the stability region of Mt structure to the detriment of the stability region of

Mi and H. The structure Mt conies to very little around die point Ic in the diagrams of stablity. It

occupies only a very limited region. This fact can be linked to the very weak intensity of neutron

diffraction for M, compared to the helimagnctic structure H and the modulated M2. Figure 2

shows these evolutions. So, a weak fluctuation of the J/s arround Ic would destabilize the M,

structure. This fluctuation might be caused by the presence of sulfur vacancies. In various

thiospinels such as CdCr2S4 and FeCr2S4l sulfur vacancies can exist with divalent chromium ions in

order to preserve the charge compensation [7J. In table I, we have also presented the average

energies of the different structures at I,. Forx= I, 0.9 and 0.85 the energies are equal and decrease

with x. This is in agreement with the destahi1i74tinn of these structures by dilution.

The ratio of inter to intra plane interactions | J,b-r.TK |/ } u are presented in Iahle2 (Ju is the

intraplane interaction, J* and JK are respectively the interaction between first and second plane

neighbors). Their values decrease with deceasing x and vanish at x=0.85. This is in agreement

with the weak value of the critical exponent p for this compound. Figure 3 shows the temperature

variation of the neutron intensity for the H structure of the powdered sample ZnCr1.7Alo.5S4. The

critical exponent/? deduced from the power law: la (1 ) v is/? = 0.06 . This value is close.

to dial found in a typical 2D-planar system BaCO^CAsO^ [8]. Thus at x=0.85, the interactions

have a bidimensional character justified also by the values of table 1 this can be the cause of the

system frustration in ZnCraAlj.^S^ In a similar compound to our, CdCr3,,.,,Inj,S<, a weak

decrease of /! is observed for a weak dilution [9]. The great variation of the critical exponent fl as

a function of the concentration of chromiun ions is characterized by a crossover from the 3D-

Heisenbercvalueto the bidimensional one. But this drastic decrease still calls for an explanation.
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Table 1:

Values of relative exchange integrals and energies of the H, Mi and M2 structures for

x= 1.0.9 and 0.85

X

1

0.9

0.85

J2/J1

-0.464

-0.459

-0.456

JVJ.

0. 125

0.127

0.135

VJ,

0.045

0.057

0.071

E,,/J,

3.356

2.694

2.364

E»,,/J,

3.355

2.691

2.363

EMJ/J,

3.356

2.696

2.364

Table 2:

Values of relative inlcrplanes and intraplanes interactions of the H, Mi and M2 structures

for x= 1.0.9 and 0.85 and the critical exponent p.

X

1

0.9

0.85

2.68

2.22

2.03

| W . . |/Ji

0.35

0.16

0

| J*JK |/Jaa

0.13

0.07

0

P

0.29 [1]

0.06



Figure captions:

Fig.l: Phase diagrams in the space of relative exchange integrals [JJhW\ 1 of

ZnCrj,All.jtS4: x=l . x=0.9 and x=0.85 with J«/J.=O and when J«/J, * 0.

Fig.2: Temperature dependence of the neutron intensity nf the peak (0 0 0) i ,

(0 0 0) **> [1] and (0 0 0) f*» in ZnCr.2S, (Single crystal).

Fig.3: Temperature dependence of the neutron intensity of the peak (1 1 1 ) " ^ in

ZnCr1.7Ala.jS, f Powder sample).
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